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Just as a coherent excited spin system emits free induction and echo electromagnetic signals, 
so a system of N active centers, interacting with a crystalline lattice, will generate sound 
pulses of power W cc N2 after narrow-pulse pumping by an external generator of arbitrary 
character. The excitation of the phonon analog of a light echo by sound pulses in the traveling
wave regime is considered in detail. 

THE response of a system of impurity particles in 
a crystal to the pulsed action of a coherent sound 
field of high power is considered below. If the fre
quency of the traveling sound waves is identical 
with the acoustic resonance frequency, [ 11 then, 
after the passage of the exciting pulse, the system 
of impurity particles will be in a state in which it 
will generate sound of the same frequency. 

The impurity particles interact with the lattice 
and generate sound by the same mechanism that 
ensures spin -lattice relaxation of paramagnetic 
ions in crystals (see, for example, [ 2, 31 ). The 
sound generated by the system of impurities is a 
short, powerful pulse, the leading edge of which 
directly abuts the trailing edge of the exciting 
pulse. In what follows, we shall call this response 
the phonon induction signal, by analogy with the 
well-known phenomenon of spin induction. [ 41 

We assume that the first exciting pulse was in
troduced in the sample at the time t = 0. We fur
ther assume that this pulse and the phonon induc
tion signal are not reflected from the far end of 
the specimen. At the time t1 > T2*, we subject the 
system to a second sound-pulse excitation of the 
same power but of double length, introducing the 
sound from the same end as the first pulse. Then, 
at the time t = 2t1 < T2, a coherent sound signal of 
short duration is propagated from this end of the 

the excited centers is determined by the inhomo
geneity of the external, and the scatter of the inter
nal, magnetic and electric fields at the impurities; 
Ti is smaller than the time T2 of the irreversible 
transverse relaxation, brought about by the two
particle interaction and by the interactions of the 
particles with the lattice. 

Figure 1 shows schematically the sequence of 
the exciting pulses and the responses generated by 
the system. For clarity, we have drawn a rather 
long specimen, and taken an instant of time at 
which the exciting pulses and the responses are 
localized in different parts along the sample. 

Inasmuch as the isolation of the pulses passing 
through the sample can turn out to be very diffi
cult, another variant of the experiment is possible, 
shown schematically in Fig. 2. The shaded part in 
it denotes the specimen with impurities, and the 
unshaded portion is, for example, quartz, by means 
of which the sound signals are transformed into 

w 

~ut, 

sample, generated by the system and growing along FIG. 1. Successive views along a sample in an experi-
the path. menton the excitation of phonon 1induction (i) and echo (e). 

This response of the system to the impurity Axis 1 is directed along the axis of the cylindrical sample. 
centers we call the phonon echo signal, in analogy The end through which the sample is excited coincides with 
with the well-known phenomenon of spin echo. [ 5] the origin of coordinates, l 0 is the length of the sample, v is 

the sound speed, r the duration of the first reflected pulse I, 
The leading edge of the phonon echo signal reaches II is the second reflected pulse. The arrows indicate the direc-
the end of the sample after a time t1 following pas- tion of motion of the pulses, W is the amplitude of the pulses. 
sage of this end by the second exciting pulse. The The amplitudes (e) and (i) are not to scale and pertain to I and 
time (denoted by T:) of the transverse relaxation of II, respectively. 
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electromagnetic ones. If z' > Vot1 (Z' is the length 
of the quartz, v0 the speed of sound in it), then the 
traveling and reflected pulses will encounter one 
another outside the sample with the impurities, and 
the reflected signals will not distort the induction 
and echo signals. Phonon-phonon scattering can be 
neglected. [ 61 For characteristic parameters of 
nuclear acoustic resonance [ 71 at the resonance 
frequency v0 = 10-7 sec-1 (T = 10-5 sec, t1 
= 10 4 sec, and v0 = 5 · 105 em/sec) we get Z' 
== 50 em. In the case of frequencies of the electron 
acoustic paramagnetic resonance, [8 1 v0 = 1010 sec -1 

we get z':::: 0.5 em for T = 10-7 sec and t1 = 10-6 sec. 
It must be kept in mind that coherent induction 

and echo signals are accompanied by a background 
of incoherent spontaneous phonon emission. The 
generated background power is proportional to the 
number of impurity particles N and does not de
pend on the direction of the wave vectors of the 
exciting pulses, while the power of the induction 
and echo signals is proportional to N2. 

It is useful to emphasize that, inasmuch as the 
sound wavelength is approximately 10-5 times the 
length of the electromagnetic waves of the same 
frequency and, as a rule, is always less than the 
dimensions of the specimen, the phonon induction 
and echo are, in their coherent properties, to a 
great degree similar to optical rather than spin 
induction and echo. [ 9• 10 1 The latter permits us to 
use the formalism developed for the description of 
the super-radiating states of large systems in the 
consideration of these phenomena. [ 111 

The possibility of observation of these phenom
ena stems from the analogy which exists between 
the character of particle-photon interaction and 
particle-phonon interaction, and also from the fol
lowing general circumstances. The field of a co
herent external generator at some point of space x 
at the time t is described by a quantum-mechani
cal average value (H) == const · cos (wt- <p x), which 
is possessed by the field operator H in Glauber 
states, [ 121 where the macroscopic parameters w 

w 

If 

FIG. 2. Observations of induction (i) and echo (e) in a 
combination sample with account of reflected signals. lo is 
the sample length with impurity centers, l' the length of the 
additional sample without impurities (l' > v 0t 1). The remain
ing notation is the same as in Fig. 1. 

and <fJx. are the angular frequency and the phase, 
respectively. After cessation of the interaction of 
matter with such a field, the material for some 
time manages to "remember" the values <fJx and 
w (T2 for <Px• and T1 for w). If the excited system 
of N particles is able to generate some physical 
field spontaneously, then, in the course of time T2, 

this field will also "recall" the value <px, i.e., it 
will be coherent. In a number of researches[ 4• 5• 131 

it has been shown that, if the system excited by any 
stationary field can spontaneously generate an elec
tromagnetic field of power W a: N, then, for excita
tion pulse length T « T2, this system will generate 
the power W a: N2 (the quantum yield certainly in
creases). It is natural to assume that if the system, 
under stationary excitation, can spontaneously gen
erate a field of phonons with power W A a: N, then 
under pulsed excitation we get the sound W A a: N2• 

As a specific system, we consider a crystal with 
an impurity of particles j having an effective spin 
Rj[ 141 and unperturbed Hamiltonian 

N 

:Jfo = L; g,~HoR,i, 
j=! 

where gz is the spectroscopic splitting factor, [ 8 1 

H0 the static magnetic field (directed along the z 
axis), and {3 the Bohr magneton or nuclear magne
ton. 

The interaction Hamiltonian of the impurity j 

with the lattice vibrations is written in terms of 
the effective spin operator in the form 

dksa~ = (<Dsaks~0 + k8a0<D8~), 

k 8 =ks0lksl, C=Xo-iyo, s=X, y, z; 

N 

R 1, ± = ~ R±i exp ( +tksrj), R±i = Rxi + iRyi, (1) 
s 

j=1 

Xo is the unit vector along the x axis, <~>sa the a
component of the unit polarization vector of the 
s-th mode of the lattice vibrations, ks the wave 
vector of the phonon of mode s, M the mass of the 
crystal, ak:s and aks the phonon creation and anni
hilation operators, wks the angular frequency cor
responding to ks, Ga{3y6 the components of the 
spin -phonon interaction tensor, [ 151 and r. the ra-
dius vector of the particle j, J 

If, at the time t = 0, a pulse in the form of a 
plane sound wave (I; E(O) )ei<wt- k1·· r> with am

a{3 a{3 
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plitude .6 E~{3>, frequency w0 = g2 {3H01C1, and wave 
0!{3 

vector k1 is introduced in a sample containing the 
impurity j, then the acoustic induction signal is a 
set of traveling plane waves with wave vectors kos· 
The total intensity of the induction signal and the 
spontaneous noise, measured at the output of the 
sample (directly after the passage of the trailing 
edge of the exciting pulse) in a unit solid angle Q 

in the direction kos• is calculated from the for
mula (we shall not consider the radiation reaction 
or emission during the action of the exciting pulse) 

Wi(kos)= Wo(kos)Sp {p(<)Rk +Rk -}, 
Os Os 

p(<) = L(<)poL-1 (<), L(<) = exp[-ili-1<.1£'k,], 

[ ( HoR, )]-1 
( HoR,) po = Sp exp -gz~ ksT _ exp -gz~ k;,i , 

s 

:lek, = Bk,Rk,+ + Bk,• Rk,-, R~ = ~ Rc,i, 
j=1 

Bk, = iHo ~ e~~ (Ga.f3zx- iGa..Gz11 ), (2) 
etfl 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the tem
perature of the sample before excitation, W0(kos) 
the intensity of spontaneous emission of phonons 
in a unit solid angle by an isolated impurity (in the 
case Rj > 1/ 2, one must understand by W0(k 0s) the 
value averaged over the transitions between dif
ferent sublevels). 

Calculations by means of Eqs. (2) lead to the 
result 

Tr1 (k0, l = W 0 (kos) {N Sp piR+iR_i + ~ (Sp piRJ ot) 
i'*l 

X(SppiR~os) }, 

pi= { Sp exp(- g~~o Rzi) r1 {exp [- g~8~0 

x{R,i cos 8r- ~i(Rt,+- RL-)sin e1}]}' 

After taking the traces, we get 

W1 (kos) = Wo(kos) ·2hRi (Ri + i)N { 1- y cos 81 + 2/3Ri (Ri 

+ 1)y2sin281-N-1 ~ exp[i(kr- kos) (ri- r1)] }. (4) 
i'*l 

In this expression, the term containing the sum 
N-1 :0 describes the power of the acoustic induc-

jfZ 
tion signal Wai (~os>· 

In the case RJ = 1/ 2 we have j =tanh (nw0/2kBT). 
In the approximation of the Debye model of the lat
tice, we have 

' 3wo4Ho2 I . 12 
lfo(kos)= 32 5 1~ (Gaxzfl+~Gayzf3)dk08 af3 , (5) 

nmov , 
afl 

where m0 is the density of the crystal. When 
Rj > 1/ 2 and at higher temperatures we have 
j = g2 {3H0/2kBT. 

It is seen from (4) that phonons with kos = k1 are 
emitted in the induction signal of maximum inten
sity. For sample dimensions much smaller than 
the wavelength (k1. (rj - rz ), kos . (rj -r z) « 1), 
the sum is 

N-1 ~ exp[i(ki- kos) (ri- rt)] = N -1. 
i*l 

For the excitation of the echo, we introduce a 
pulse of plane sound waves of the same frequency, 
of doubled length, and with a wave vector k 2 at the 
time t = t1. The total intensity of the echo and 
spontaneous noise at the time t = 2t1 is computed 
from the formula 

Tr2 (kos) = Wo(kos) · 2/3Ri (Ri + i)N { 1- y cos 81 cos 82 

+ 1/rfli(Ri+1)y2sin281 (1-cos82 ) 2 N-1 ~ exp[i(kos 
j*l 

+ k1- 2k2) (r;-rt)] }, (6) 

where e2 = 2 e1 and the term containing the sum 
N1 .6 describes the power of the phonon echo sig-

j ~ l 
nal Wae(k 0s)· As is seen from (6), the maximum 
power of the echo signal will be emitted in a direc
tion kos satisfying the equation k_os = 2k 2 - k1. 

Equation (6) is obtained from (2) upon substitu
tion of 

L (2t1) = exp [ -i ~ ~wi (t- t1)Rzi l exp [ -2i/i-1,.7t' k,] 
j -

X exp [ -i ~ ~wit1Rzil L(<), 
j -

for L(t), where D.wj = w~ ~ w0 is the spread of 
frequencies brought about by the i~omogeneity of 
the external and internal fields, w~ the resonance 
frequency for the particle j, w0 the frequency of 
of the exciting sound ((D.~) 2 )av ex: (Ti)-1, ( >av is 
the average over all j (see also Eqs. (Al)-(Al8) 
in [ 101 ). If T;'<T, then the number N in (4) and 

* -1 (6) must be replaced by T2 T N. 
The total induction and echo signal power is 

then 

s = i, e (7) 

The form of the phonon induction signal at the 
time t ~ Z0v-1 is described by the formula 

Wai(t)= W~{ h,(t), /t(t)= sech2 (TJt), 
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(1) 
'I'] = l0 (vtNiiwo) - 1 W ai, (8) 

where w~lf is computed from (7) and (4) with the 
replacement of N by Z01vtN. The quantity f1 (t) 
describes the case in which the form of the sig
n_al is deter~ined ~ the coherent phonon radia
twn decay (TJ 1 = T2A < Tt ), and f2(t) the case in 
which the decay is brought about by a transverse 
relaxation (T\"A > T;). 

Inasmuch as the induction and echo signals 
have sharp power maxima corresponding to the 
directions of k 1 and 2k 2 - k 1 respectively, the 
integration in the calculation of the total power 
from Eq. (7) must be carried out from Q = 0 to 
n = 47f.[161 For k 1 II 1 or k 2 II k 1 II 1, we get 

jk0 j = w0/v, Ri = 112, (9) 

where So is the area of the end face of the sample. 
Thus, for Co2+ in MgO, [ 151 for 1 parallel to one 

of the crystallographic axes in a field H0 "' 104 Oe, 
directed at an angle of 45 o to 1, T = 4 oK, So = 1 em 2, 

N = 1020 , e1 = 1r /2, e2 = 1r. 

w A~ ,_, 10-• [NwoHo (Gxxyy- Gxxxx) ]2 [ (2:rt) 2 moSov3]-1• 

Using the data from [ 151 , we find that W A~ 
"'1011 erg/sec for induction and echo pulses of du
ration 10 -T sec. 

In the excitation of the phonon induction and echo 
by sound pulses, the duration and amplitude of the 
deformations of the excited pulses should satisfy 
the condition: 

Eo't = l nb/2 for 90° pulse (8 1 = 90°), 

nb for 180 o pulse (8 2 = 180°), 

b = 41iHo-1 IGxxxx- Gxxyyj-i ""4·10-13 sec, 

i.e., for T"' 10-7 sec, Eo"' 4 • 10-6• 

We consider an Fe2+ impurity in MgO, [ 171 spin 
Rj = 1. It is easy to see that the calculations in this 
case can lead to the same formulas upon replace
ment of H0GaJ3y6 (with accuracy to within an order 
of magnitude) by the spin-phonon interaction con
stant for a particle with spin Rj > 1/ 2• In our spe
cific case, we obtain Wai"' 1015 erg/sec for a pulse 
duration of ~ 10 -T sec, and b ~ 10 -u sec. 

The phenomena of phonon induction and echo can 
be used for the pulse generation of sound. One of 
the most appropriate objects for such a type of ex
periment are crystals of KCl with OH- electric di
poles. The constant of dipole-phonon interaction in 

this case ~ 10-11 erg. If an external electromag
netic pulse in such a sample excites a signal of 
electromagnetic induction or echo, then, as follows 
from (4) and (6), sound pulses will be generated 
with W ~ 10 19 erg/sec, for duration of the process 
of 10-8 sec. 

In conducting media, phonon induction and echo 
can be excited effectively by helicons. [ 201 The ob
served acoustic signals can be excited by electro
magnetic pulses and in paramagnetic crystals. 
Thus, if spin induction or echo is excited in MgO 
with Fe2+ impurity, then sound will be generated 
with a power ~ 108 ergs/sec (for a sample length of 
~ 1 em). By such a method, sound can be effec
tively generated in fiber crystals (whiskers) which 
should possess a high quality factor for longitudi
nal sound. Thus, in the excitation by an electro
magnetic wave of whiskers of thickness I ko l-1 

~ 10-5 - 10-4 em, length ~ 1 em, for a concentration 
of impurities ~ 1019 em - 3 and H0Ga{J y 0 ~ 10-15 erg, 
the generated power~ 108 erg/sec. For sound exci
tation of spin echo, [ 191 the spontaneous generation 
of coherent sound reduces to a situation in which 
the spin echo signals will be damped out not within 
a time T2 but within the time T~ which is less 
than T2 in this case. This effect appears especially 
strong for sound excitation of nuclear spin echo. 
Thus, setting w0 = 27f · 10 7 sec - 1, the spin-phonon 
interaction constant ~1o-17 erg, sample length 
"'10 em, v ~ 10 5 em/sec, tiw0/kBT"' 10-3, we get 
Til~ 10-7 sec « T2 ~ 10-3 sec. 
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